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1. Match greetings with their countries:

1. Norway

2. Czech Republic

3. Wales 

4. Afghanistan

5. Lithuania

6. Saudi Arabia

7. Iceland

8. Italy

9. Armenia

10. Greece

11. Portugal

12. China 

13. Scotland

14. Slovenia

15. Estonia

16. Austria

17. Romania

18. Brazil

19. Japan

20. Kongo

Tere hommikust/Tere,  Gothan dagg, Labas rytas, Kalimera, 
God morgen, Gruss Gott, Madainn mhath, Ohajo/Konnichiwa, 
Bom Dia, Mbote, Dobre Rano/Ahoy, Barev, Ni hao, Bore da, Ola, Buna 
dimineata/Buna, Dobro jutro, Buon Giorno, Salam, Marhabaan



2. Match authors with their quotes :

1. „I have nothing to declare but my genius!”

2. „A country which builds no schools or libraries, builds prisons.”

3. „One hundred heads, one hundred hats.”

4. ”If you are curious, you'll find the puzzles around you. If you are 
determined, you will solve them.”

5. ”Be nice to people, or they won't come to your funeral.”

6. ”Intelligence without ambition is a bird without wings.”

7. „Slowly, slowly the sour grape becomes honey.”

8. ”Let them eat cake.”

9. ”I don’t care that they stole my ideas. I care that they don’t have any of 
their own.”

10. „Show me a sane man and I will cure him for you.”

A. By Salvador Dalí

B. Unknown, but  it is often attributed to Marie-Antoinette

C. By Rada Kazaliiska, Bulgarian poet

D. By Carl Gustav Jung

E. By Oscar Wilde

F. By Bohumil Hrabal, novelist

G. By Nikola Tesla

H. By Unknown, but there are many versions of this sentence in languages 
spoken on Sardinia and Corsica.

I. By Unknown, Greek proverb

J. By Ernő Rubik



Answers
1. Match greetings with their countries:
Norway God morgen
Czech Republic Dobre Rano/Ahoy
Wales Bore da
Afghanistan Salam
Lithuania Labas rytas
Saudi Arabia Marhabaan
Iceland Gothan dagg  
Italy Buon Giorno
Armenia Barev
Greece Kalimera
Portugal Bom Dia
China Ni hao
Scotland Madainn mhath
Slovenia Dobro jutro
Estonia Tere hommikust/Tere
Austria Gruss Gott
Romania Buna dimineata/Buna
Brazil Ola
Japan Ohayo/Konnichiwa
Kongo Mbote



2. Match authors with their quotes :

1. „I have nothing to declare but my genius!”

By Oscar Wilde
Oscar Wilde was not known for his modesty! This is, reputedly, Wilde's 
response to an offical who asked him if he had anything to declare at a 
customs control in New York in 1882.

2. „A country which builds no schools or libraries, builds prisons.”

Org.„Държава, която не строи училища и библиотеки, строи затвори. „

By Rada Kazaliiska, Bulgarian poet

3. „One hundred heads, one hundred hats.”

Org. „Chentu concas, chentu berrittas.” 

By Unknown.
It's a famous sentence used to indicate a group who are not very united 
because everyone brings their own ideas without caring about those of others. 
"Berrita" refers to a traditional hat worn throughout Sardinia until the end of
19th century. There are many versions of this sentence in languages spoken 
on Sardinia and Corsica.

4. ”If you are curious, you'll find the puzzles around you. If you are 
determined, you will solve them.”

Org. „Aki kíváncsi, mindig talál rejtvényeket maga körül. Aki eltökélt, meg is 
oldja őket.”

By Ernő Rubik, inventor of the Rubik’s Cube

5. ”Be nice to people, or they won't come to your funeral.”

org. „ Buďte na lidi hodní, nebo vám nepůjdou na pohřeb.”

By Bohumil Hrabal, novelist



6. ”Intelligence without ambition is a bird without wings.”

org. „La inteligencia sin ambición es un pájaro sin alas.”

By Salvador Dalí

7. „Slowly, slowly the sour grape becomes honey.”

org. „Αγάλι αγάλι γίνεται η αγουρίδα μέλι.” 

By Unknown, Greek proverb
All things require a great deal of time to mature, be they people or situations.
Patience is a virtue.

8. ”Let them eat cake.”

org. „Qu'ils mangent de la brioche.”

By ???
This quote is often attributed to Marie-Antoinette, the wife of Louis XVI. 
Where it really comes from is unknown. As early as in the 1760s, the 
sentence is found in the memoirs of the philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau - 
when Marie Antoinette still lived in Vienna and was only 10 years old. Some 
historians attribute it to Theresa of Spain (1638-1683), the first wife of 
Louis XIV.

9. ”I don’t care that they stole my ideas. I care that they don’t have any of 
their own.”

org. „Није ми жао што су украли моје идеје, већ што нису имали своје.”

By Nikola Tesla, inventor, electrical and mechanical engineer best known for 

his contributions to the design of the modern alternating current (AC) 

electricity supply system.

10. „Show me a sane man and I will cure him for you.”

org.  „Zeig mir einen gesunden Menschen und ich werde ihn für dich heilen.” 

By Carl Gustav Jung
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